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Abstract

Geometric constraints have proved to be efficient for enhancing the
realism of shape animation. The present paper addresses the com-
putation and the preservation of the volume enclosed by multires-
olution meshes. A wavelet based representation allows the mesh
to be handled at any level of resolution. The key contribution is
the calculation of the volume as a trilinear form with respect to the
multiresolution coefficients. Efficiency is reached thanks to the pre-
processing of a sparse 3D data structure involving the transposition
of the filters while represented as a lifting scheme. A versatile and
interactive method for preserving the volume during a deformation
process is then proposed. It is based on a quadratic minimization
subject to a linearization of the volume constraint. A closed form
of the solution is derived.

1 Introduction

Wavelet based multiresolution (MR) analysis is now established
as an efficient tool for modeling and handling curves and surfaces
[6, 22]. It provides an efficient representation of complex functions
at multiple levels of detail. Thus convenient handling of geometri-
cal objects is possible. It has been extended to semi-regular meshes,
and successfully used for level-of-detail visualization [4, 21] and
deformation [17]. It has been combined with a local frame encoding
and used for mesh compression [13, 19]. Compared to other mul-
tiresolution models for meshes [27, 14, 10], the wavelet approach
takes advantage of involving only linear filters that are not geometry
dependent. Moreover it is also suitable for smooth surfaces.

Besides, geometric constraints have proved to be useful for de-
forming curves and surfaces. Linear constraints such as position,
tangency, orthogonality, and symmetry [7, 8] are generally related
to direct shape manipulation. These constraints offer the advantage
of efficient processing, allowing for interactive manipulation of the
free form geometry. Satisfying non-linear constraints, in contrast,
requires intense computational effort, so that their use for interac-
tive shape manipulation is generally very limited. The volume con-
straint has been considered for free-form solids [20], FFD [1, 12],
vector-field based deformation [25] and meshes [3, 16]. When ma-
nipulating surfaces, the volume is a global property because it is
given by an integral over the surface. Thus one of the main issues
is to get a meaningful local preservation of the volume. Botsch and
Kobbelt [3] achieve this by building a MR representation based on
the encoding of volume elements between levels. The main draw-
backs are expensive optimizations, and a very specific representa-
tion. Lipman et al. [16] link an approximation of the volume to the
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curvature of the surface. It is combined with an intrinsic represen-
tation of meshes based on the first and second fundamental forms.
By way of compensation the handling of the mesh is not very intu-
itive.

In the context of multiresolution, editing with area constraints
has been studied for planar curves [5, 11]. Both methods are de-
signed for real-time deformations with up to a few thousand con-
trol points. Yet, a generalization to the volume of MR meshes is not
obvious because of the growth of the complexity, and because of a
complex topology.

This paper makes two main contributions. First, it provides for-
mulas and an efficient algorithm to compute the volume enclosed
by a mesh with respect to a multiresolution basis. The volume of
the fine mesh is expressed through all levels of resolution as a tri-
linear form of the coarse and detail coefficients. It involves the
transposition of the MR filters while they are represented as a lift-
ing scheme made up of local masks. Though it is illustrated with a
specific scheme, it works for any multiresolution scheme, as long as
a lifting scheme representation is available. Second, an algorithm
is provided for real-time deformation of the mesh at any MR level
while preserving the volume. It is versatile since it doesn’t depend
on a particular mesh deformation technique: given a target shape, a
correction is performed to meet a reference volume. The correction
is computed by linearizing the volume constraint and by solving a
constrained minimization problem. Efficiency is achieved thanks to
a closed form of the solution.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reminds the basics
about semi-regular MR meshes and the lifting scheme. In Section 3
we provide a computation of the enclosed volume, including algo-
rithms and data structures. In Section 4 we derive a volume preserv-
ing deformation algorithm, whose efficiency is illustrated by a few
examples in Section 5. A conclusion is given in Section 6, together
with existing and future extensions of this work.

2 Multiresolution semi-regular meshes

The chosen multiresolution analysis is induced by wavelet basis,
which are designed for smooth surfaces. However we are mainly
interested in the meshes, that correspond to the so-called control
meshes in the continuous framework. Thus, for the purpose of con-
cision, we remind here for the principles of MR on the meshes only.
The extension to smooth surfaces is discussed in section 6.

Let M n be a semi-regular triangular mesh, i.e. issuing from n
primal subdivision steps of a coarse mesh M 0. Let N be the number
of vertices of M n. Its embedding cn(M n) maps any vertex i of M n

onto a position cn
i ∈ R

3, i = 1, . . . ,N. Then the filterbank algorithm
[18] defines the analysis and synthesis processes (see Figure 1):
From left to right, the fine mesh is analyzed (or decomposed) into
an approximating coarse mesh and sequences of details; From right
to left, the synthesis computes the inverse transformation. From

the geometry cl of an intermediate mesh M l , 1 ≤ l ≤ n, a analysis

step consists in computing both i) the geometry cl−1 = Alcl of a

coarser mesh M l−1 and ii) some details coefficients dl−1 = Blcl .
The inverse computation cl = Slcl−1 +Cldl−1 is a synthesis step.

Choosing the linear filters Al , Bl , Sl and Cl is discussed later. We
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Figure 1: Filterbank. From left to right: analysis process (filters A and B). From right to left: synthesis process (filters S and C).

implemented the MR mesh in a quadtree of faces similar to [4].

Among the numerous advantages of the MR representation, we
are mainly interested in the editing abilities. By stopping the anal-
ysis process at an arbitrary intermediate level 0 ≤ e ≤ n, one repre-
sents the shape by a coarse mesh ce(M e) and sequences of details

(de, . . . ,dn−1). Then one can edit the coarse mesh while keeping
the details constant. It results in a deformation at the scale e of the
reconstructed mesh while preserving automatically the finer fea-
tures of the shape.

Multiresolution filters.

Since the analysis filters (A and B) and the synthesis filters (S and
C) are linear, it is convenient to use matrix notation. In practice
however, it is better to use local masks that are matched on the
vertices. In particular, the subdivision filter S corresponds to some
subdivision scheme. Thus the corresponding MR scheme is told
“to be based on the subdivision scheme”. Several MR schemes for
meshes have been proposed in the past. Based on the linear subdi-
vision, the MR schemes proposed by Lounsbery et al. [17] tend to
lack smoothness for our application. Based on the butterfly subdi-
vision, the main issue is the smoothness around irregular vertices.
Then we adapted the lifted wavelets of [21] to the modified Butter-
fly subdivision [26]. Based on the Loop subdivision, the main issue
is the stability of the analysis, and in particular around vertices of
low valence. Among several MR schemes [13, 15, 2] the stabilized
scheme proposed by Li et al. [15] turned out to be the most robust
one.
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Figure 2: Multiresolution masks. Solid edges stand for the level
l −1, and dashed edges for the level l.

Lifting scheme.

Every MR scheme previously discussed can be described with the
lifting scheme paradigm [23]. It is both a flexible representation

and an efficient algorithm for the filterbank. First, the filters are
represented by an accumulation of several masks. Then the proper-
ties of the scheme (such as smoothness, orthogonality, or vanishing
moments) are conveniently adjusted by additional masks. Second,
these masks have very local support. Thus the implementation is
easy. Third, it allows fully in-place application of the filters, i.e. no
extra memory is needed. Eventually is is convenient for the trans-
posed scheme that we develop in Section 3.

Figure 3 represents the stabilized scheme of [15] in the form of
a lifting scheme [24]. The property of “in-place computation” is
illustrated by the upper and lower branches in Figure 3: the vertices
are partitioned into two subsets (resp. called “even” and “odd”),
and the masks always modify the vertices of one subset by using
the vertices of the other subset only.

One synthesis step cl = Slcl−1 +Cldl−1 is represented on the
right part of Figure 3. It is processed with the masks of Figure 2. It
consists in five phases:

• The “update” filter U , illustrated in Figure 2(c), is applied.
The values of α and β are given in [15], up to the sign, and
up to a normalization by 1/v∗, where v∗ is the valence of the
vertex ∗.

• The filter Po (called “odd predictor”, Figure 2(a)) is applied.

• The normalization step N multiplies every cl−1
i by 8

5 ( 3
8 +

1
4 cos( 2π

vi
))2, where vi is the valence of the vertex i.

• The filter Pe (called “even predictor”, Figure 2(b)) is applied,

with µ = 1
v∗
− 8

5v∗
( 3

8 + 1
4 cos( 2π

v∗
))2.

• The merging phase does nothing but considering that the cur-
rent level is l.

The phases Po, N and Pe define the simplest MR scheme such that
the subdivision S is the Loop subdivision. The adjusting phase U
improves the stability of the scheme by an approximated bi-ortho-
gonalization. Figure 3 also clearly shows the reciprocity of analysis
and synthesis: the phases are applied in reverse order and the oper-
ators are swapped.

3 Volume computation

In the previous section we set the multiresolution framework for
the meshes. Constraining the volume of such meshes requires an
efficient computation of the volume with respect to the MR repre-
sentation. It is the purpose of this section, and one of the contribu-
tions of the present paper. We derive MR formulas for the volume
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Figure 3: Lifting scheme based on the Loop subdivision scheme. Left: analysis cl → (cl−1,dl−1) represents the filters Al and Bl . Right:

synthesis (cl−1,dl−1) → cl represents the filters Sl and Cl .

Θ enclosed by the mesh while represented at any level of decom-
position. We therefore will be able to compute the volume of the
fine mesh as a function of the coarse coefficients and details at any
level e. Our approach is an extension to 3D of the area computation
proposed in [11]. The mesh is assumed to be closed, manifold, and
oriented. Then the signed volume is positive if the normals point
outwards.

3.1 Recursive formulas

In the following we note (xl
i ,y

l
i ,z

l
i) the three coordinates related to

the vertex i of M n at some level l. For a fixed i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, these
coordinates exist whatever the level l, but they may have different
meanings. Let li be the depth of i, i.e. the level such that i is a vertex

of M li but not M li−1. If li ≤ l then they are the coordinates of cl
i ,

otherwise they are the coordinates of d
li
i . We also use the vector

notations xl = (xl
i)i ∈ R

N , yl = (yl
i)i, and zl = (zl

i)i.
For any given level e when editing the shape, we want to com-

pute the volume with respect to the MR decomposition at that level.
Then the purpose is to write the volume Θ as a function of the co-
ordinates (xe,ye,ze).
When the mesh is expressed at the finest level n, the volume is given
by the alternating trilinear form

Θ = ∑
i, j,k

θ n
i jk xn

i yn
j z

n
k , (1)

where the sum runs over all the triplets of vertices in M n, and
θ n

i jk = 1/6 if i jk is a triangle of M n; θ n
i jk =−1/6 if ik j is a triangle

of M n; θ n
i jk = 0 otherwise. This can be derived from the diver-

gence theorem [9], or, for triangular meshes, by summing (over all
the triangles) the (signed) volume of the tetrahedra composed by a
triangle of cn(M n) and a common fourth vertex (e.g. the origin).

Figure 4: Recursive processing of the volume tensors. From left to
right: θ n, θ n−1 and θ n−2.

Since the filters apply only linear combinations on the coordi-
nates, the same volume is also a trilinear form with respect to the
coordinates in the multiresolution basis at level e:

Θ = ∑
i, j,k

θ e
i jk xe

i ye
jz

e
k, (2)

i.e. the volume can be expressed, for any arbitrary intermediate
level e, with respect to xe, ye, and ze (vectors containing the coor-
dinates of coarse and detail coefficients, i.e. ce and de, . . . ,dn−1).
The values θ e

i jk are left to be computed.

The sets θ l = (θ l
i jk)1≤i, j,k,≤N are rank 3 tensors, and can be

thought of as 3-dimensional arrays (see Figure 4). Directly com-
puting the coefficients of θ e that are used in equation (2) is a hard
task. Since the values for θ n are known, we propose an iterative
processing θ n → θ n−1 → ··· → θ e (see Figure 4). To accomplish

this purpose, we derive a recursive formula for θ l−1 from θ l . Let
us start by looking into the first step l = n: θ n being known, we
seek for θ n−1 satisfying

∑
i, j,k

θ n
i jk xn

i yn
jz

n
k = ∑

i, j,k

θ n−1
i jk

xn−1
i yn−1

j zn−1
k

,

which is obtained by equating (1) and (2). From the filterbank

we know that xn−1 =

[

An

Bn

]

xn. The same relation holds for y and

z. We also have the inversion relation on the square matrices
[

An

Bn

]

=
[

Sn Cn
]−1

, since the MR scheme we use ensures exact

reconstruction. Thus θ n−1 is derived from θ n by multiplying, for
every axis (x, y and z), every row by [Sn Cn]T . This first step is
shown Figure 4 (from left to middle). With a similar reasoning one

proves that the computation of θ l−1 from θ l , for any level l, ensues

from the application of the transposed filters (Sl)T and (Cl)T in a
tensor product manner:

• Following the 3 axes on the yellow (light) block,
• following the 2 axes on the red (mid grey) blocks,
• following the 1 axis on the blue (dark) blocks,
• and green blocks (on the right, down and below) are invariant.

3.2 Computational issues

In order to compute the volume in the MR basis through formula
(2), we derived, in the previous section, recursive formulas for com-
puting the volume tensor θ e from θ n. Two algorithmic challenges
still hinder the implementation of this recursive process. First, the

tensors θ l have size N3, where N is the number of vertices. Second,
the filters Sl and Cl need to be transposed, but they are encoded as
masks, not as matrices.

Regarding their size, the θ l can not be stored in full-format. We
chose a sparse storage that meets two requirements: i) it must be
dynamic because new coefficients are inserted when the transposed
filters are applied, and ii) the traversal of the structure must be ef-
ficient in any direction because of the computation of the sums in
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formula (2). Thus we use an orthogonal triple chaining of the non-
zero elements which generalizes the double chaining for usual ma-
trices (i.e. rank 2 tensors).
Moreover θ l has several symmetries (namely, it is an antisymmet-
ric tensor), thus the number of stored elements can be reduced at
least by a factor of 3. Eventually, restricting the volume preserva-
tion only to a subset F of vertices (see section 4), further elements
can be removed. For typical instance, if F contains only vertices
of M e and no detail coefficients, all the green blocks in Figure 4
can be removed.
We still know no theoretical bound for the sparsity of the ten-
sors. However experimental results are significant. The horse an-
imation (see Figure 8) involves 5E6 non-zero coefficients out of
N3 = 1.2E9, but only 4.5E6 need to be stored. The bouncing ball
animation (see Figure 6) involves 42E6 non-zero coefficients out of
N3 = 265E6, but only 4E6 need to be stored.
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Figure 5: Transposed lifting scheme. (b) Inwards application of the
filter Pe for the usual Lifting scheme. (c) Outwards application for
the transposed scheme (a).

The second challenge consists in transposing the synthesis filters

Sl and Cl . Since we are not using the matrices Sl , Cl for synthe-
sis but the filters of the lifting scheme, we need to transpose the
right part of Figure 3. The “transposed lifting scheme” is illustrated
in Figure 5(a). It is obtained from the direct scheme by i) revers-
ing the order the masks are applied, ii) keeping the operators, iii)
transposing the masks. Here “transposing” the masks should be un-
derstood as: all the masks are applied outwards instead of inwards,
see Figure 5(b) and 5(c). The masks Pe and U are still instantiated

for all the vertices of M l−1, while Po is still instantiated for all the
new vertices of M l \M l−1. For instance, let apply Pe instantiated

with the central vertex ∗ = ν of M l−1. The inwards application

(i.e. during the reconstruction (cl−1,dl−1)→ cl , see Figure 3 right)
means

cl−1
ν = cl−1

ν + µ ∑
ω

dl−1
ω ,

where the sum runs over the neighbors of ν . In contrast the out-

wards application on the row θ l
i j·, for some fixed i and j, means

(see Figure 5)

θ l
i jω = θ l

i jω + µθ l
i jν ∀ω neighbors of ν .

Now, θ l−1 can be computed from θ l by applying the transposed

lifting scheme to all rows of the tensor θ l in x, y and z direction
successively. Note that once one row has been transformed it is
replaced in the tensor before processing the next row.

Then the algorithm for the recursive pre-processing of θ e is com-
pleted. It is expensive but it is applied only once, and θ e is stored
before the deformation of the surface. For all the examples shown
here, the pre-processing lasts a couple of minutes.

4 Volume preserving deformation

In the previous section we established formulas and an efficient al-
gorithm for computing the volume enclosed by a MR mesh at any
level of resolution. In the present section we use it for preserving
the volume during a deformation process. We assume that the level
e is fixed (chosen by the user), that the surface is decomposed at
this level, and that θ e has been pre-computed. Since the deforma-
tion process is fully defined with respect to the MR representation,
the superscript e is omitted from know on.

4.1 Problem statement

We do not make any assumption about the way the deformation is
driven (e.g. drag & drop of the vertices in a modeler, or skeleton
driven deformation, FFD, etc.). Such a genericity is achieved by in-
puting an arbitrary target shape and outputting a correction of this
shape such that a prescribed volume is met. In return we assume
that the deformation is small (later needed for a linear approxima-
tion of the volume variation). This assumption is reasonable when
modeling a continuous deformation of the mesh, but large deforma-
tions must be divided into small steps.
Thus we state the problem (for each small step) as follows:

• Θre f is the reference volume that will be preserved. Note that
Θre f is usually the volume of the input mesh, but can also be
set to any arbitrary value.

• A target shape τ = (xτ
i ,y

τ
i ,z

τ
i )i is given by some deformation

process. Its volume Θτ is a priori not equal to Θre f .

• A set F ⊂ {1, . . . ,N} of coefficients is selected. Only the
coefficients in F are free to change in order to enforce the
volume preservation. In many situations the MR representa-
tion is exploited by filling F only with vertices at the current
level of resolution, while all the fine details are kept fixed dur-
ing the deformation. Moreover setting F allows to localize
the deformation.

• We seek for a minimal correction δ bounded to F , such that
the final mesh τ + δ encloses a volume Θτ+δ = Θre f . This

correction is defined by displacements δi ∈ R
3 :





xτ
i

yτ
i

zτ
i



 →





xτ
i

yτ
i

zτ
i



+δi ∀i ∈ F .

4.2 Constrained minimization

For the purpose of defining δ , we have two informations at our
disposal: i) it is suitable for δ to be as small as possible, in order
to keep the final mesh as close as possible to the target; ii) the final
volume is required to equal Θre f . Therefore we propose to define δ
by the constrained minimization

min ∑
i∈F

‖δi‖
2 subject to Θτ+δ = Θre f .
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Figure 6: Several deformations of a spiky ball are extracted from an animation of a bouncing ball. Upper row: the volume changes. Lower
row: preserving the volume improves the realism. The control mesh is an icosahedron. Note how the details are preserved thanks to the MR
representation.

By plugging the coordinates of τ + δ into equation (2), and keep-
ing only the first order terms (with respect to the coordinates of
the δi), one gets the following linear approximation of the volume
constraint:

Θre f −Θτ ≈ ∑
i∈F

Θτ (i) ·δi (3)

where Θτ (i) ∈ R
3 is defined for any 1 ≤ i ≤ N by the partial sums

in formula (2) :

Θτ (i) =

(

N

∑
j,k=1

θi jk yτ
j z

τ
k ,

N

∑
j,k=1

θ jik xτ
j z

τ
k ,

N

∑
j,k=1

θ jki xτ
j y

τ
k

)T

.

Replacing the volume constraint by its linear approximation (3)
leads to minimizing a quadratic form with respect to one linear con-
straint. The solution is known to be a saddle point of the Lagrangian

g
(

(δi)i∈F ,λ
)

= ∑
i∈F

‖δi‖
2 +λ

(

∑
i∈F

Θτ (i) ·δi − (Θre f −Θτ )
)

.

Thus it satisfies the linear system ∇g = 0 :

2δi +λΘτ (i) = 0 ∀i ∈ F , (4)

∑
i∈F

Θτ (i) ·δi = Θre f −Θτ . (5)

By inserting (4) into (5), and then inserting λ back into (4), one
prove that the solution has the closed form

λ =
−2(Θre f −Θτ )

∑ j∈F ‖Θτ ( j)‖2

and for all i ∈ F

δi =
Θre f −Θτ

∑ j∈F ‖Θτ ( j)‖2
Θτ (i). (6)

The formula (6) is the key of a real-time volume preserving de-
formation process. It is a closed form that solves the constrained
minimization. It thus concentrates all the computational effort at
each time step. Computing Θτ is the most expensive: it costs in pro-
portion to the fill-in of θ e. The cost can be further reduced because
computing the volume change Θre f −Θτ is cheaper than computing
the volume itself. Indeed, the only useful terms in formula (2) are

those involving a moving vertex. Thus the efficiency increases dra-
matically in a frequent situation, namely when the coarse vertices
are moved while the details are kept fixed.

The proposed process enforces the approximation (3) of the vol-
ume constraint. Thus an error is made at each step but they don’t
cumulate since θre f is fixed. Then the error is controlled before
proceeding to the next step: the correction (6) is iterated until a
specified relative threshold is met. Experiments shown that an it-
eration was seldom necessary for reasonably small steps. We used
10−5 as a threshold in our examples. Even with this small rela-
tive error, the volume preserving deformation is still performed in
real-time.

5 Results

We present here several examples that show the effectiveness of our
volume preserving algorithm. It is combined with various deforma-
tion techniques, which proves the versatility of our method. All
examples undergo first a MR analysis in order to obtain a coarse
control mesh. The scheme based on the modified Butterfly subdi-
vision is used for the horse and the bunny examples. The scheme
based on the Loop subdivision scheme is used for the bouncing
ball example. We then apply the deformations to the control mesh
while preserving the volume of the fine input mesh. Once the vol-
ume coefficients θ e (see Section 3.1) are pre-computed and stored,
all deformations and animations can be performed in real-time.

In Figure 6 are shown several deformations of a spiky ball.
Thanks to the MR representation (N = 642, n = 3 and e = 0) the
details are preserved while the global shape changes. The volume
is free in the upper row, and preserved in the lower row. If modeling
a soft but non-stretch material, the volume preservation obviously
improves the realism of the deformations. Those positions are ex-
tracted from an animation of a bouncing ball1. The coarse control
mesh (an icosahedron) was animated thanks to physical 1D equa-
tions.

The Stanford bunny is deformed in Figure 7. From the initial po-
sition (upper right), the ears are deformed by direct manipulation of
a few vertices of the control mesh (upper left) in a 3D editing tool.
Several resulting positions are shown in the lower row. Remark
how the proportions are preserved thanks to the volume preserva-
tion, and how the features are preserved thanks to the multiresolu-
tion (N = 2002, n = 2 and e = 0).

In Figure 8 a horse model is animated (N = 1762, n = 2 and

5
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Figure 7: The ears of the Stanford bunny are moved while preserving their volume. The initial mesh (upper right) is modified by directly
manipulating the vertices of its control mesh (upper left). The proportions in the resulting positions (lower row) are preserved thanks to the
volume constraint. The MR representation automatically preserves the fine features.

e = 0). Here the volume preservation was combined with a skin-
ning model, i.e. the control mesh (wireframe in the upper left) was
animated thanks to a skeleton. The lower row shows several posi-
tions that are extracted from a walking animation1.

6 Conclusion and future works

A method for computing the volume enclosed by a multiresolution
mesh has been presented. It is expressed as a trilinear form what-
ever the level of decomposition. The volume computation is made
efficient thanks to a recursive pre-processing using a sparse data
structure. Therefore we proposed a new method for transposing
linear filters when represented by local masks through the lifting
scheme model. Then we derived an algorithm for preserving the
volume while deforming the mesh through its MR decomposition.
It is based on a linearization of the volume constraint that is used
in a quadratic minimization process. A closed form of the solution
makes it efficient. A simple design makes it suitable for a broad
range of handling tools. In particular, some examples show con-
vincing couplings with a direct editing tool and with a skinning
deformation model. In the following we discuss a few existing ex-
tensions and sketch some ideas for future work.

Meshes with boundaries. All the results presented in this paper
also work for meshes with boundaries, as long as they are
manifold and that masks for the boundaries are available. A
particular attention should however be paid to keep the bound-
aries fixed during the deformation. Otherwise preserving the
volume is absurd.

Smooth surfaces. For the present application to computer graph-
ics we focused on meshes only. However the connection to

1See the accompanying video.

wavelet theory reminds that the MR decompositions also rep-
resents a continuous surface with respect to the wavelet basis.
This surface is the limit of the subdivision process applied to
the fine mesh cn(M n). All the results hold for computing and
preserving the volume of the limit surface instead of the fine
mesh. Only the initial coefficients in θ n should be modified
by computing integrals over the surface. A similar approach
is detailed in [11] about the area of planar curves.

Data structures. For the moment, the size of the meshes is limited
to a few thousand vertices because of the size of the tensors.
Though θ n has O(N) non-zero entries only, θ e is more filled.
Moreover the chained data structure proposed in section 3 re-
quires at least 26 bytes per entry. It could therefore be worth-
while to use it during the recursive process only, and move to
a static but more compact representation afterward.

Localized volume preserving. Unlike previous works [3, 16] our
method is not based on local volume elements. Thus, when
processing global deformations of the mesh, the volume cor-
rection might have unnatural behavior. We investigate the use
of a partition of the mesh in order to preserve separately the
volume of each part.

Global versus local frame. On one hand, encoding the details in
a global frame is known not to be rotation invariant but has
the advantage of making the analysis and synthesis filters lin-
ear. This is a requirement of the present volume preservation
method. On the other hand, encoding details in local frames
preserves the orientation of the details, and is therefore more
appropriate for large scale deformations.

Using local frames is a challenging future work since the fil-
terbank is not linear any more.

Higher order moments. The extension to higher order moments
[9] is very promising for future research. For instance the

6
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Figure 8: The horse is animated by skinning, which is combined with the MR mesh and our volume preserving method. The MR mesh is
deformed through its control mesh (wireframe upper left) according to a skeleton. Upper row: initial mesh (left) and various positions. The
lower row show several frames extracted from a walking animation.
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center of mass and the inertia tensor could be computed in
the MR basis. Indeed, the machinery used here only assumes
that the computed quantity is multi-linear. Up to the memory
requirements, the extension is then straightforward.
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